Future perfect simple: exercise 1

Use the verbs in brackets to complete the sentences.

I'll tell you tomorrow. I ...................................................... by then. (decide)

When you come next time, we ........................................................ in a new house. (move)

By the time we reach the coast, the storm ................................................ . (end)

In two years's time I ....................................................... my university studies. (finish)

He .......................................................... the film before he retires. (complete)

Next year we ................................................... in Spain for ten years. (be)

Don't worry. I ............................................................ the manager by noon. (contact)

The dinner will be ready when we get back. Mum ...................................................... it. (cook)

Please, call again later. Mr. Jones ......................................................... by two o'clock. (return)

The garden party will be in July. Do you think the grass ....................................... in time? (grow)